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I hare d«votod the last two quarters to a series of drairlngs«,

paintings and lith(^praphs eoncemed vith the study and in-restigation

of the **proportl<ms vithln the areal hreak-vp of the eanvasf of

value, and use of intensity."

In ny last oral examination 1 was asked by what means 1 planned

to carry out these aims. Z realize that, at the time, I felt X

would probably work out various color schemes ooncemed with value

and intensity variances, and then do paintings based on these.

At the time, X realized my need, but was uncertain as to how X would

go about remedying my situation. What X did do is a little different

from the rather "cut and dried" procedures X may have had in mind at

the time.

My work, perhaps, is best divided into two large categories:

1. Work done directly frcna observation of natxire

(still-life set-ups and landscapes)•

2. Work done from observation of the working area of

the canvas. (This is a segment started at the end

of April.)

At the beginning of winter quarter ny adviser, Mr. McCosh,

suggested X start a small canvas based on direct observation of a

still-life set-up. To aid in observing the true color and value

range, a tube of rolled paper was used. This tube, held between



th« agre and a chosen spot of color in one of the objects in the

set-up« served to shut out local color and enabled ne to judge mov

accurately the specific color with which I was concerned*

The procedure was to lay out the objects in the set-up on the

canvas vezy siiiq)ly using charcoal* Some of this drawing disappeared*

and some remained as an integral part of the canvas* The layout was

simply to fix for me the general area each object would fill* Then*

using the tube to judge as accurately as possible the color needed*

I mixed that tone and applied it directly to the canvas with a

palette knife* trying to keep the size of that piece of color in

scale to the size of the piece of color observed in the set-up*

To really "play the game"* I had to commit myself to making specifie

statemmts as to the nature of each of these pieces of color*

To begin with* the whole proceduzv seemed rather grueling*

One took tube in hand* fastened aim on a spot of color* mentally

decided what the nature of that spot was* as to value* hue and in

tensity* and then tzied to mix this color exactly* Hy first mixture

was invariably off. It was generally far too dark in value and far

too pure or intense* As I went on by trial and error* I became

aware that those colors X got* which wozked* were vezy ccnplex in

make-up* They were lighter in value and lower in intensity than

ones X would have used generally*

X made no atteiqpt to model the objects on the canvas* as the

areas were built up* The spots or pieces of color were kept fairly

\miform in size*





This painting I eonaider the keystone of njy whole group of

paintings. I found that by truly observing the specific nature of

each color and by ubing theia in this way, I had aehieyed a bright

and rich painting. It was a convincing painting and it had a

pleasing over»all scale and unity. For me, this whole color state*

ment was a paradox. I had felt the more pure color I could cram

into a given area, the richer and more vivid the result would be.

This obseirvati^ of "the specific" rather than "the general"

was pursued in draidng and lithography.

My subject matter during the whole of winter quarter and on

into spring was set-^ps of various fruit and vegetables. Z chose

these set-ups because Z could arrange them to suit myself. 1

could place them in the light 1 wanted and could, to 8<»Be degree,

ccmtrol the light. 1 chose to work by natural light. In this way

1 did not have shazply cast shadows that wctild occur from the high

overhead lights in our studio. The color quality under natural

light seemed to vary less since 1 tried to work on a certain set

up at approximately tiie same time each day.

As I continued working from the various vegetable and fruit

set-ups, 1 admired more and more the rich color range they offered.

Zt was interesting to me to note the subtle changes as the

vegetables dried or sprouted (as the onions did). The colors were

a challenge. ScmUxov nature seldoned offered a fruit or vegetable

that was pure or intense color. This wm most striking for me as

1 tried to work out the eolor for the tangerine in the first tube



painting. It wasn't orange or red. After many tries, I finally

got a een^plax raixture which made the specific statement I wanted

about that tangerine.

At the same time as this painting I worked on a series of

lithographs and drawings using the same or similar set-ups. My

hope was to get a lithograph and drawing which had a color state

ment, At first it seemed odd t® me that black and white could

have color quality,

A lithograph depends upon very careful tuning of values to

"ccHBe off". Too often previously, I generalized or made snap

Judgements as to the value statement of a given area, I came to

roalize that, to achieve what I desired, my lithographs must be

very specific statsnwnts about value. The exact value of one area

as compared to that in another, 1 must decide what is the darkest

and what is the lightest area, What relation do the values of each

area between dark and light have to eaoh other? I came to see that,

by building the areas on the stone, by specifically judging the exact

nature of these areas and, by tuning (me area to another, I eoiild

achieve the richness and color quality X hoped for.

My drawings at this time were developed along similar lines to

the lithographs. In these, mwo than in the lithographs perhaps, I

began to question what part "line" could take.

In all ny work I have been interested in the "drawn quality"| by

this I mean, what shapes are being drawn throughout the area of the

oaaTas as you draw the specific shapes of the objects. These are the
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sh£^es that are created eimiltaneously with the Gb;}ec^ shapes* They

are the ones which form the framework, the woven construction within

the painting or drawing* They are the means by which the painting

may be read a second way* I became very inteirested in subtleties

that miy occur between tones of one area and another* Z began to

think of line and area in this wayi Ftret, they stated their colori

Second, they formed not cnly the shape of the object, but also served

as a portion of anotherj larger, secondary sh^pe* These secondary

shapes were more often felt than actually ensoribed, but gave another

mans of seeing the drawing*

In my seeond oral I stated I wished to investigate, "proportions

within the area of the canvas, the relationship of the proportions in

depth, width, and length to the canvas*" This was my way of ex

pressing the need I felt for what may be called the coimposition of the

canvas* I don't believe I have eonsciously thought of the overall

structure of the painting area in exactly this manner since beginning

work on my terminal project* I have crane to believe that it is the

gz*ouping and adjusting of shapes, both described cuid felt, and of

directions which make up this woven or well-knit thing which I termed

coirg)ositicn* X always kept lazge divisions of the area in mind* I

coQsidertMi working from a center, or shifting the c«iter, and the

"ground-sky" relationship* ' I began to see that X could keep these

large divisions without isolating or surrounding them* X eould create

shapes that were open and readable other ways* X sew that the exact

way a line or shape was put down was important for either terminaticxi



could be usable as a part in building a general directiGn^ or in

creating a seeondary shape*

The more I painted and drev, and as X felt more secure in the use

of value and specific color statement^ a new problem arose for me*

How could I use line? How could I confine calligraphy and block

treatment in the same canvas? Vlhat would be the proportion of each?

I b^an addUng leaves and branches to my set-ups* These added another

aspect* I did not think of them in terns of texture, but as items

which would add definite caUigraphie terras*

In the actual handling of these drawings 1 liked working on a

water color type paper with litho crayons* These I use flat to build

areas and also for drawn lines* I soon found I preferred using

a mixt\ire of tone and wash* Lines were drawn with crayons or with

india ink and a nib pen* The washes are applied with a laxge Chinese

brush or with the side of the litho crayon that has been dipped in

water* Later I found I could get another line quality by using a

small flexible pointed Chinese brush*

The suitability of each of these different applications becomes

increasingly in^oz*tant to me* It makes a difference to rae when X

drop the bzush after doing a wash area to pick up a pen to draw a line*

The awareness of the material and tool makes me aware that X must know

precisely vh&t X am doing* This awareness is elusive at times* Oft«i

X have found myself modeling a form when my desire was to make a color

statemmit. By modeling, X man drawing the form by use of light and

dark in an atteiqpt to give a three dimensicoial effect to the object*
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In modeling you are concemed with light aa it falls upm an

object in the sense of its being daxic on the shadoir side and light in

the high light. If the concern is for this aspect of light, any

. atteiig>t at a specific color statement becomes eonfosed because of tbo

light and daxic occurring simultaneously upon each object. If you aro

concemed with the aspect of light in a color sense you are hoping

to use the color which occurs because of light and not the high light

and shading which is brought about when light falls cn an object. This

difficulty pursued me in sqt woxic until I realized that a definite stand

on iqy part would help me get rid of it. When I did lapse into modeling,

the total effect was often colorless for I lost the chance to use

change in value to give me color. In iiK>deling each object light to

dark, it was exceedingly difficult to see what was the darkest and

lightest object. The whole work had light fluttering throughout.

This, by no means, made a statement that light was falling on objects of

various colors. In one painting this modeled approach resulted in the

effect that color was not used to make a statwnent, but that color

was sprayed over a modeled surface as an afterthought. Ify* interest

was not in modeling but in the \ise of color. I therefore attaqpted

to discount modeling.

In addition to the "tube" painting I have tried another means of

applying paint to the surface. This was painting into a wet ground.

These were generally eon^leted in one day so that the ground remained

wet throughout. The unity achieved in this way is interesting for each

color scrubbed into the ground has the added point of containing a bit



of ground color, tochnioalljr this night also be desirable, for the

oanvas beoones a single wot^ swfaee with less probable ehanpe of

cracking than nay occur with nany coats one over the other, fhe bright*

ness that seems a definite part of these is also interesting to me.

These were still based on specific statements of color and value, and

were an out-growth of the observations of the "tube" paiting. X was,

in addition, interested in the manner of handling and the effect ob

tained. I tried three variationst on white grounds, warm grounds (a

sand color), and on a cool ground (a soft grayed green). These I

have kept light in value. X tried working on a warmer, deeper value

and found the whole odor statement achieved was distastefd to me.

After trying several paintings on the white and colored grounds,

and also after trying to make drawings on colored papers introducing

white as a definite light and not as a background, X began thinking

quite a lot, "What could X do with whites?" About this time X saw a

painting by Jean Baptiste Oudry, "The White Duck" (1686-1755) • This

work was an arrangement of all white objects.

X felt X might better learn to control intensity if X denied my

self the use of pure color.

The set-up X arranged was of eggs, garlic and various idiite cloths

and papers against a light panel and doth.

The painting was begun && a ground of white lead and sine white

applied to a sized canvas with a spatula and then smoothed out. X

Incised the overall design into this ground. After the first few

attempts, X soon redized X had been far more successful in arranging
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the set-up than I was in painting it. The nature of the set-up was

based on very subtle relations between the areas and objects. At first

I siiqiCLy couldn't see any diffexwieee. £aeh time I looked the whole

effect was different. My first attwo^ts were too dark in value and too

intense in color. As in the "tube" paintings, I soon realized the colors

were coo^ilex in B>ake-i^> and very close and sxibtle in value range. My

first thoughts were that every thing looked either blue or yellow. I

spent many hours simply staring at the set-up. I decided there were

certainly easier stibjeets to work with. The very light key and the

color c<aq>letely eluded sie. Slowly by small changes on the canvas, I

began to see what the subject really was. 1 was amazed at the range

in color possible in such a very light value. In this painting values

I used previously for my lightest areas were far too dark for the

darkest values. The whole set-up was a challenge to observe. There

was no room for general statements. The whole set-up relied on specific

statements of color and value change in a key I had never before en

countered.

I luckily had an overall arrangement in ay canvas that secned to

work. Hy biggest task was to see the subtlety I had arranged.

In my second canvas I used seeandiat the same objects adding a sprig

of Oregon grspe. This gave ae an area of deeper value range and less

elusive color to sec the rest of the set-up ::gainst.

As I finish these paintings I am more able to cope with the ob

servation of what is in the set-ups. My need is now to tune some of

the cool darker colors to achieve more vibrancy and to knit some of the
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arsaa together so that the Objects In the first painting pertioulerly

appear less as decorative details and more as integral parts of the

whole*

At the beginning of April and duriivg the spell of beautiful

weather this spring, while I was in the midst of nyr struggle with the

"white" paintings, Mr* McCosh suggested I might enjoy working with the

general idea of "Spring"* I wanted to branch out after my long interest

in still-lifes and I also wanted to see what problems would arise in land

scape work. I would be working with a subject I could not arrange

before hand* 1 would have to observe and choose frcan this large sweep

of nature what I desired and needed for a painting*

I tried several canvases in my back yard of somewhat the same sub

ject area* One problem that iianediately arose was what is to be the

relation of line and area? I tried two paintings of the same view* One

was color areas and no linear statement* The second was, I hoped, to be

entirely a linear statement* The line, however, I allowed to mass to

form area* These resulted more in textural statements which X felt I

could not use* If I allowed the texture to state the roof, how could

the same type of thing make the sky statesmnt or foliage statement? This

problem occured before when I introduced foliage into set-ups* My state

ments as to other objects would be specific wnile those about the

foliage would be generalized* This seemed to answer one question at

leastj area and line must be used as they are suitable to the subject

drawn with thmn* A painting could be both of these or either one so long

as the statement remains plausable in the wad - so long as each statement

is specific*
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Aside from the problems, the landscapes vere a pleasure to do*

They seemed a reasonable extension of my previous work* Ny intez*est

in observaticm was further intensified* I soon discovered the greens

in the foliage were hardly green wh«i (»e ssixed thaw* They were again

very complex colors isueh like those encountered in the still-life set

ups* I found Itself relying on cadmium orange and ultramarine violet

and on low intensity yellows* X also realized the value of the sky

was very often darker than I thought when first looking at the area*

I enjoyed working en the landscapes* X was happy in the change

of seascms, and wished to express this enjoyment in the paintings* This

enjoyment is certainly one answer to why we paint*

My most recent work has been a series of drawings, paintings and

lithographs in which X have woziced from the observation of the elements

on the canvas and not frcsn direct observation of nature*

These were started by arbitrarily making a few marks or washing

a few areas of color on the canvas* From that point I became as

specifically interested in what was on the canvas as X had been in

terested in what was in the still life or in the landscape* They are

being done to help me decide and use, to let me know and realize what

X have on the canvas* X have no idea when X begin. X draw to get the

idea* The idea or subject is not tacked onto the canvas, it grown from

the elements within the canvas* X keep working without recognizing

subject matter as long as possible* Hy interest is in the shapes, tones

and color as it develops* Each change or addition is an effort to en

hance these shc^s or colors* It has been extremely difficult not to
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consider certain thingsi for instance, the ground-slgr relationship is

always felt. Naturally factors of color and value learned and discovered

previously will be carried over. Two of these paintings were based on

ultramarine violet, cadmium orange and burnt si«uui. 1 wished to see

idiat these colors would do. interest in the orange and violet was

aroused when painting the landscapes where 1 saw how useful they were to

me. One painting is made entirely with these three colors while, in

the other, I felt a need as I went along to add a green (veridian) and

a yellow to the mixtures. The in^ortant thing is to draw and allow the

idea to grow.

These are becoming a great help in clarifying to me what it is I

actually have in the canvas to work with, not, what will I do now to

change this, but what have I to do with.

In a second larger "tube" painting, the set-up chosen made use of

deeper values and stronger color than the white painting. This was

started after the beginning phases of the "observed" paintings were

under way.

In this second "tube" painting I again felt the need to work

directly from observation of the set-up. After the experiraices of the

first "tube" painting, the wliite paintings, landscapes and "observation"

paintings, Z felt much more confident in my ability to see and use the

material in the set-up. The seecaidary shigMS within the areas fell

into plaM and were drawn much easier than usual, perhaps because I was

more conscious of a need for them.

Throughout the painting I tried "e3q>lodlng" the color. I mixed a
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a basie color>hue and Talue naadad for a glTen area. Then I vanaed a

portion of it, and cooled a portion. Then 1 mixed these two (warned

cooled) to get a fourth color. Thus I had four possible parts going

together to make up a whole area. By doing this throughout the painting,

it was possible for these separate parts to work together to create

secondazy shapes and also to state object shapes. A given area could

give the overall effect of perhaps yellow while being eaqposed of areas

of subtle color change. There is an added vibrancy because of the warn

and cool areas working together. Parts have a chance to unitei a

secondary means is given by which the painting may be seen.

1 have been teaching a children's class and an adtilt class at the

Eugene Art Center since last fall. These classes have given me the

opportunity, in many instances, to clarify some of ny thinking and

problems. It has been interesting to me to realize that so few

people take the opportunity to properly observe that which is about

th«n. They all see, of course, in the accepted sense of the word. All

too often their attenqsts are generalizations. We often work from set-ups

similar to ones 1 use when painting. Many times 1 have eiq^lained a point

to iqyself while attesqpting an ezcplanation to a class meid>er. So vezy

often the things I take for granted or pass over take <m a new and

fuller meaning to me as I try to express vezbaUy ideas I have worked

with in painting. These vezbal attenpts seem to beccnne simple and

more concise as 1 go on with an explanation. So often something I feel

is crystal clear becomes foggy when said. Various attenpts at trying

to explain to a student bave given new meanings to me.



Things Qhssrved and notedi

Parfaaps thssa naj seem too priraazy to note* To me they.faa.irs faean

in$>ortait diseoTerles*

The arrangement of a still life set-up is an integral part of the

painting* I find I have to carefully include in the eet-up factors I

wish to use in the painting* I began to plan and use lights half-tone,

daz^ relationships to complete a natural cycle* 1 found I needed a

piece of uhite to give a definite light area and to serve as a basis

for comparison of other values* I found a definite dark object convicted

the range, so that X might see not only what was the dazik part of a

light or half-tone object, but wfaat was the effect of the light on a

daz4£*

Ify work the last two quarters has shown me X can paint while

denying nyself the use of pure or intense color* Qbsezvation and the

atttti^t to make specific statements has shown me that it is more often

color conplexity and sjrmpa'Uiy me with the other that achieves the

richness X desire*

X believe the most beneficial thing in my last period of work is

an enhanced ability to observe* X had so long generalized that it is

personally very impoi*tant to be able to understand in some small way

things as they are* X have learned to be more patientf to build a

drawing or painting* X most often start with the lightest possible

statement, slowly developing these by adjusting the value range*

Xn a painting X feel X am trying to cope with a situation, tzylz^

to understand tiw situation more fully* 1 can't say X solve a painting



for there Is probably no one Bolution« A painting or drawing, I feel,

should be an integrated whole, I enjoy knowing what I am specifically

trying to say.

In closing, 1 have had a wonderful experience of discovery. I

am not always qiiite certain how to use these things I find. 1 have

enlarged sgr ability to see, and do feel more certain in my judgements.

With moz« experience I may be able to weed out and retain certain

aspects and use these again.

I feel now that time is very important. I am happy to have

reached a goal, but feel I have had just a gliaqpse of what is possible.

X have tried many paintings and several ways of working with the hope

that the more I do, the more mistakes I'll make, and the more I'll

leam. I have come to believe that each e^qperience is a stepping stone

to another. The developments from the "tube" painting to the "wet

ground" paintings to the landscapes and so on were natural and were

done as the need arose for them.
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